PUBLISHED COURSE ANALYSIS

Publishing date: 2017-08-23
A course analysis has been carried out and published by the course convener.
The Karlstad University evaluation tool is owned by the Professional Development Unit and is managed by the systems
group for educational administration, Student Centre.
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Campus

Number of questionnaires answered: 5
Number of first registrations[1]:

Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course date:

9

Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected in other ways, it

should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented on.
From the comments and the actual learning behavior, it seems that the students did not fully understand or appreciate the
flipped classroom/blended learning approach used for the lecture. They were instructed to read preparatory literature, take
the quizzes as an incentive to actually read on time, and then use the class face time with the teachers to interact, ask
questions and discuss. However discussion had to get - in many sessions - initiated by the teacher, while a part of the
students did passively consume the lecture. Two students attended irregularly for unknown reasons. The voiced critique of
the quizzes and of the reading load is not very understandable to the instructors, since the reading load - compared to
courses using a number of standard textbooks - does not seem particularly large.
The course parts handled outside ITSlearning were due to the involvement of a teacher unfamiliar with ITSlearning. We will
organize different next time.
The course content and structure were adapted to accomodate the combination of instructors. Next year's team of readers
will update the course structure to their needs.
Addressing the "labrat" comment, we do think this comment is not fair to the teachers and the involved PhD student. The
given assignment was placed to create 1st-hand experience about app permissions that would feed into an essay-writing
examination. The students received clear and written instruction about how to delete their experimental data, about how to
reset the devices used, and about the fact that the submission of data to the PhD student is both anonymous and
voluntary/independent of examination.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.
- Provision of all materials in one digital location again.
- A better introduction to the blended/flipped classroom learning mode, and how the students are expected to use the offer
regularly.
- Course structure will be revised, since a different reading team will read the course.
- Since there was a case of possible plagiarism where the student stated she/he never received any instruction in correct
referencing of source material, we strongly suggest to hand out KAU's plagiarism flyer and the referencing guidelines in
written to the students as background material on ITSlearning that all students receive in their 1st year. We additionally plan
to hand out a list of books and web pages on scientific writing that will increase professional skills.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific course.

